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From crinkly leaves to a fuzzy blanket, oversized touch-and-feel elements introduce
preschoolers to the lively world of Peter Rabbit.
Suppose your country began to change. Suppose that without your noticing, it became
dangerous for some people to live in Germany any longer. Suppose you found, to your
complete surprise, that your own father was one of those people.That is what happened
to Anna in 1933. She was nine years old when it began, too busy with her schoolwork
and toboganning to take much notice of political posters, but out of them glared the face
of Adolf Hitler, the man who would soon change the whole of Europe - starting with her
own small life.Anna suddenly found things moving too fast for her to understand. One
day, her father was unaccountably missing. Then she herself and her brother Max were
being rushed by their mother, in alarming secrecy, away from everything they knew home and schoolmates and well-loved toys - right out of Germany...
A witch tries to make her sick cat better with a specially-brewed potion.
Anna is not sure who Hitler is, but she sees his face on posters all over Berlin. Then
one morning, Anna and her brother awake to find her father gone! Her mother explains
that their father has had to leave and soon they will secretly join him. Anna just doesn?t
understand. Why do their parents keep insisting that Germany is no longer safe for
Jews like them? Because of Hitler, Anna must leave everything behind. Based on the
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gripping real-life story of the author, this poignant backlist staple gets a brandnew look
for a new generation of readers just in time for Holocaust Remembrance Month.
Share in fifty years of a really remarkable cat... Mog the Forgetful Cat meets Barnaby
the dog in this classic adventure perfect for Mog's youngest fans, full of lift -the-flap fun!
Mog and her family have a visitor. But what is the surprise waiting for Mog in the big
green basket? Lift the flaps and find out! A classic Mog adventure with lift-the-flap fun,
from the creator of The Tiger Who Came to Tea and the original Mog adventure, Mog
the Forgetful Cat. Mog the Forgetful Cat was first published almost fifty years ago, and
Mog has been delighting children all over the world with her adventures ever since.
These books are the perfect gifts for boys, girls and families everywhere!
Meet Little Bunny on the day that she ventures out of the burrow for the first time and
learns she has everything she needs to be the perfect bunny – wiggly ears for listening,
a wrinkly nose for sniffing and big, bouncy feet for hopping. These adorable books,
featuring cute photographic illustrations, are perfect for bedtime or nap time, with simple
stories sure to soothe your little one to sleep and give them sweet dreams.
Bunny est le jouet préféré de Mog. Elle l'emmène partout, partout, partout. Quand elle
prend son dîner, Bunny est là, et la nuit, il dort dans son panier. Et toute la journée,
Mog joue avec Bunny. Un soir, la famille Thomas décide de dîner dans le jardin. Mais
un orage éclate et tous se précipitent à l'abri... sauf Mog et Bunny. Où sont-ils passés ?
A partir de 3/4 ans
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Partly autobiographical, this is the second title in Judith Kerr’s internationally acclaimed
trilogy of books following the life of Anna through war-torn Germany, to London during
the Blitz and her return to Berlin to discover the past...
Everyone's favourite forgetful family cat is back! Celebrate the 90th birthday of Judith Kerr OBE
with this beautiful hardback celebration edition of the timeless classic. 'Bother that cat!' Mog
always seems to be in trouble. She forgets that she has a cat flap and she forgets that she has
already eaten her supper. But, one night, Mog's forgetfulness comes in very handy... This
beautiful hardback celebration edition of the very first Mog book has been published to
celebrate the 90th birthday of Judith Kerr OBE.
A bunny spends the day with his mother, hopping in the clover fields, digging a burrow, and
taking a nap. On board pages.
Presents six stories about Mog the cat as she deals with a hostile stranger, a strange dream,
alphabetical adventures, a rival cat, a visit to the vet, and death.
Five classic stories from Judith Kerr, the creator of the iconic The Tiger Who Came to Tea and
Mog the Forgetful Cat. in a beautiful full-colour ebook edition.
Mummy time is magic time in this unexpected and enchanting new tale from the one and only
Judith Kerr, creator of The Tiger Who Came to Tea and Mog the Forgetful Cat.
The laugh-out-loud story of a boy who needs a new bike for Christmas, the rabbit who might
help him get it, and a lot of bad luck... From the one and only Judith Kerr, creator of The Tiger
Who Came to Tea and Mog the Forgetful Cat!
Share in fifty years of a really remarkable cat... A special birthday story to celebrate fifty years
of MOG, everyone’s favourite family cat!
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Mog falls asleep in a tree and dreams that she is in the land of the mousedogbirds.

Everyone's favourite family cat is back in this beautiful picture book, reissued with
a charming new cover. When Mog's garden disappears under an enormous white
flappy thing, Mog is very unhappy and does A Bad Thing. But inside the white
flappy thing a Cat Show is taking place, the perfect setting for Mog to make her
family very proud indeed.
Share in fifty years of a really remarkable cat... Mog is everyone’s favourite
family cat! Come play with her in this bumper board book collection of funny and
warm-hearted stories especially for younger readers, now as a full colour ebook!
One of the Mog the Cat Board Books.
Mog's peaceful day is shattered when a baby comes to visit. All Mog wants to do
is sleep but there's no chance of that with a little baby around! Read by Andrew
Sachs and brought to life through his characters' voices and humour! Ages 4+.
Reissue of this board book about everyone's favourite family cat, Mog. With new
cover design. Mog the cat lives with Nicky and Debbie, but she has a very big
family who all live in different places. Her mummy and daddy live on a farm and
her aunt Emma's home is in a shop and it takes a very special birthday to bring
them all together - what a lot of purrs and paws! A purrfect board book for little
hands - toddlers will enjoy looking at all the different cats in all sorts of shapes,
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colours and sizes.
Mog the cat raises two kittens who like to get into trouble, and watches how they
grow and eventually find homes of their own. On board pages.
Six favourite Mog stories brought together in one gift volume. Mog's antics have
entertained countless children ever since her first appearance in 1970, making
this lovable cat one of the most enduringly popular characters in children's books.
The stories included are: Mog the Forgetful Cat Mog and Bunny Mog and Baby
Mog on Fox Night Mog's Bad Thing Mog's Christmas This wonderful book is
perfect for reading at bedtime and makes the perfect for gift for Mog fans.
New cover, new format reissue of this story about everyone's favourite family cat,
Mog. When the Thomas family go on holiday, Mog stays with Granny. It seems
safe enough...until she meets Tibbles.
Tabby McTat loves his life busking with his owner, Fred, singing (and
caterwauling) for coins that people throw in Fred's hat. But one day, Fred is in an
accident, and the two are separated! Will Tabby and Fred find their way back to
each other? From the creators of The Gruffalo and Stick Man, Tabby McTat is a
touching story of friendship, loyalty, singing -- and kittens!
This is a read-along edition with audio synced to the text, performed by Geraldine
McEwan. The classic picture book story of Sophie and her extraordinary teatime
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guest has been loved by millions of children since it was first published more than
fifty years ago. Now an award-winning animation!
Wickedly ingenious and surreal ideas for all the little fluffy rabbits in this world
who just don't want to live anymore, with bonus material from Andy Riley's
sketchbook.
The family threatens to throw away their cat's favorite toy bunny until they
discover the extent of Mog's love and loyalty toward Bunny.
A delightful set of miniature Mog books, to introduce younger readers to
everyone's favorite forgetful family pet!
Share in fifty years of a really remarkable cat... The classic Christmas story with
Mog, everyone’s favourite family cat! This funny and warm-hearted escapade
comes as a stunning full-colour ebook, read by the inimitable GERALDINE
MCEWAN.
A magical new classic in the making from the creator of the beloved favourite,
The Tiger Who Came to Tea.
Share in fifty years of a really remarkable cat... Everyone's favourite family cat
first appeared fifty years ago, and is still loved by children everywhere! Join her in
this very special anniversary collection of six classic adventures, full of her warmhearted and funny escapades in a beautiful hardback gift edition. Mog first got
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into trouble for her forgetfulness fifty years ago, and she has been loved ever
since for her funny and warm-hearted escapades. From the creator of The Tiger
Who Came to Tea and Mog the Forgetful Cat comes six delightful family
adventures about a really remarkable cat! Celebrate this very special anniversary
with this beautiful hardback giftbook, perfect for Christmas. The stories included
are: Mog the Forgetful Cat Mog and Bunny Mog and the Baby Mog on Fox Night
Mog's Bad Thing Mog's Christmas Mog the Forgetful Cat was first published in
1970 and has never been out of print, making these timeless stories the perfect
gift for families, boys, girls, fans of Judith Kerr, and anyone who has ever known
or loved a cat!
Everyone's favorite family cat is back in this collection of three MOG stories.
Mog's antics have entertained generations of children ever since her first
appearance in 1970, making this lovable cat one of the most enduringly popular
characters in children's books. The stories included are: Mog and Bunny Mog
and the V.E.T. Mog and the Granny This wonderful book is perfect for reading at
bedtime and makes the perfect for gift for fans of cats, books, and fun!
Alex, whose birthday it is, hijacks a story about Birthday Bunny on his special day
and turns it into a battle between a supervillain and his enemies in the
forest--who, in the original story, are simply planning a surprise party.
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Mog and Bunny and Other StoriesHarperCollins Children's Books
Mog is everyone's favourite family cat! Come play with her in the garden, in this
delightful cased board book perfect for her youngest fans. From the creator of
The Tiger Who Came to Tea and Mog the Forgetful Cat comes a delightful board
book adventure about a really remarkable cat! Mog and Nicky like the garden.
They play all day until it starts to get dark, and always have a lovely time
together. Young children will delight in spotting familiar objects and activities in
this wonderful board book, perfect for Mog's youngest fans. Mog the Forgetful
Cat was first published more than fifty years ago, and Mog has been delighting
children all over the world with her adventures ever since. These books are the
perfect gifts for boys, girls and families everywhere!
There once was a goose called Katerina. Everybody liked her. But she was sad
because she was the only goose on her pond. Sometimes Katerina thought she
could see another goose in the side of a shiny car. She'd stare and stare at the
other goose and think, "One day that goose will come out. Then I'll no longer be
the only goose on the pond." And suddenly one day ... it did!
Join everyone’s favourite pet, and learn to count with MOG!
Without a doubt, Mog is everyone’s favorite family cat, and she’s been
delighting children with her antics for more than 30 years. To celebrate her
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enduring popularity, this special edition contains six of Judith Kerr’s most popular
stories: Mog the Forgetful Cat, Mog and Bunny, Mog’s Bad Thing, Mog and the
Baby, Mog on Fox Night, and Mog’s Christmas.
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